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Attribution & Copyright = good teaching 
practices
The classroom is a rich 
environment for sharing our own 
work and that produced by others 

Even classroom sharing may 
require attribution and copyright 
compliance

Demonstrating information 
handling best practices sets a 
good example for students!

“Richard Feynman teaching Physics X” Photo by Floyd Clark, 1976. 
CaltechArchives. 
http://archives-dc.library.caltech.edu/islandora/object/ct1%3A544
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● Set a good example for your students by citing properly
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Working Definitions

Attribution: Giving credit 
where due

Copyright: Reusing 
others’ work with 
appropriate 
authorization

Wikipedia:Citation needed, Wikimedia Foundation,Inc. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed

License icon-copyright, Wikimedia Foundation,Inc. 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:License_ic
on-copyright-88x31.svg
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● Attribution should always be given, but it may not be sufficient for 
allowing use.

● Copyright is not always obvious - for example anything published on the 
Web has an inherent copyright.

https://www.wikimediafoundation.org/
https://www.wikimediafoundation.org/
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Attribution: Key Points

● Give attribution
○ Avoid plagiarism
○ Honor Code

● Establish credibility
○ Cite reputable and 

reliable sources
● Provide background for 

work
○ How does new 

information extend 
what’s known?

Source: https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/2519
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● Most of you have probably written a paper at some point in your 
adacemic careers and you’ve had to cite your sources, right?

● When is it important to give attribution? When you are using something 
that isn’t yours. In general, using anything - words, images, ideas - 
requires attribution.

● Three reasons why attribution is important - what are they?
● Here’s an example of a database giving attribution. You can see there 

are slightly different values given from slightly different sources. 
● You might see sources from primary or secondary literature here, 

depending on the database. Also 460 F is 237.8 C if you’re checking.
● This could be relevant for those of you teaching lab classes in which 

students are required to find or determine physical properties or design 
experiments. A difference of a few degrees in a measurement may 
have larger consequences down the road.

● There was some discussion of what happens when experiments go 
wrong in the Lab TA session this morning, so knowing where the data 
came from might identify a hidden problem.

● The main point is, cite your source.
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How do I 
properly use 
an image or a 
video in my 
class? Professor Linus Pauling stands in front of a 

chalkboard, 1940. Oregon State University 
Archives. Papers of Linus Pauling, 
http://scarc.library.oregonstate.edu/coll/pauling/
catalogue/index.html
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● When it comes to using pictures or videos in class (and when your 
students use them in presentations or reports), it may not be as 
straightforward as the previous example.

● Be careful when using YouTube videos - we’ll talk more about those 
specifically a little later on.

● Let’s take the example of buckminsterfullerene, or buckyballs, subject of 
the 1996 Nobel Prize in Chemistry (and which our own James Heath 
played a part in as a graduate student at Rice).
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Case Study: Images

Source: Getty Images, Buckminsterfullerene
Credit: Evan Oto, Creative #:543368577
http://www.gettyimages.com/detail/illustration/buckminsterfullerene-stock-graphic/543
368577
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● So, let’s say you come across this image online. It’s perfect for the point 
you are trying to make in your lecture. What are the important parts 
needed to cite this source?

● You will need to check with the image provider or author for the proper 
credit format, but in general, including the author, title of the work, and 
provider and/or website URL is standard. 
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Case Study: Images

Source: Compound Interest - Sir Harry Kroto & Buckminsterfullerene, http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/05/02/buckyballs/
The graphic in this article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International 
License.

Sample language to look for:
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● Here’s another example: this is something you would like to give as a 
handout to your students as well as show in class. 

● Where is the attribution information in this picture?
● How many people are familiar with the Creative Commons (CC) 

Licensing? A CC License is a type of “public copyright licenses that 
enable the free distribution of an otherwise copyrighted work.”

● There are a broad range of licenses but one main part of many licenses 
is the “BY” part, which requires attribution with use of the material. 
Again, this would need to be in accordance with the author’s 
requirements, which are listed on the site above. (In this case, 
attribution is to the the website and must include a link back to the 
original page on which it appeared.)

http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/05/02/buckyballs/
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Case Study: Images

Source: Wikimedia Commons, File:Buckminsterfullerene.svg, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Buckminsterfullerene.svg
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● Finally, this image was found on Wikimedia Commons with the following 
disclaimer.

● So does this mean no citation is needed?
● Citations are technically not needed for Public Domain use, but 

including the author and source of the file, along with a link, is 
recommended. After all, although the information is public domain, 
someone took the time to make the file!

● Also should there be an error in there, it does not get blamed on you. 
This is bad enough in a publication, but in a class full of students, it can 
damage your credibility.
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Copyright: Key Points

Copyright owners have the right to control 
how/whether their works are:

○ Copied
○ Modified
○ Distributed
○ Publicly Displayed
○ Publicly Rendered or Performed
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● The purpose of copyright is for people to have control over how their 
work is used, and to allow the creators to earn credit and/or money for 
their work.

● Copyright is not always obvious - for example anything published on the 
Web has an inherent copyright.

● It doesn’t matter what type of item it is: text, video, audio, image, graph. 
Etc.

● You should make an effort to find out who owns the copyright - not 
always an individual - often a publisher or other kind of corporation.
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Copyright: Key Points

To reuse copyrighted works, your choices are to:
● Limit to works for which you own the copyright
● Get permission (with or without payment)
● Use if it qualifies as Fair Use
● Limit to those already licensed for your use

OR
Limit to works in the public domain (not copyrighted)
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● Manuscripts are not in the public domain, even though not yet 
published.  The authors still own their intellectual property

○ Example of Gerald Ford’s book: Gerald Ford book about Nixon, a 
memoir: ''A Time to Heal.'': “Dramatic focal points” and book not 
yet published. Copyright infringement by The Nation decided by 
Supreme Court

○ http://www.nytimes.com/1985/05/21/us/high-court-sustains-ford-
memoir-copyright.html?pagewanted=all&mcubz=1

○ The majority based its finding of copyright infringement not on 

the number of quoted words, but on a variety of other factors. 

These included the Court's finding that the quotations were the 

''dramatic focal points'' of the article as well as the fact that the 

book had not yet been published. The Court placed particular 

emphasis on what it called the ''valuable right of first publication.''  

In addition, the majority appeared disturbed by The Nation's 

behavior, which Justice O'Connor referred to as ''piracy'' and 

''scooping.''  Included 300 words lifted directly from memoir.

● 17 U.S. Code § 107 - Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use: 

http://www.nytimes.com/1985/05/21/us/high-court-sustains-ford-memoir-copyright.html?pagewanted=all&mcubz=1
http://www.nytimes.com/1985/05/21/us/high-court-sustains-ford-memoir-copyright.html?pagewanted=all&mcubz=1


● https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/107 
● Posting Course Materials on the Web (TEACH Act) 

https://www.ogc.caltech.edu/forms/teachact 
● OGC forms and documents: https://www.ogc.caltech.edu/forms
● Exceptions for Instructors in US Copyright Law: 

http://librarycopyright.net/resources/exemptions/index.php 
● United States Copyright Office. Copyright Law of the United States 

(December 2016): http://www.copyright.gov/title17/
● http://libguides.caltech.edu/copyright

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/107
https://www.ogc.caltech.edu/forms/teachact
https://www.ogc.caltech.edu/forms
http://librarycopyright.net/resources/exemptions/index.php
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/
http://libguides.caltech.edu/copyright
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Reusing copyrighted works: 
permission or fair use?

Source: Getty Images, Buckminsterfullerene
Credit: Evan Oto, Creative #:543368577
http://www.gettyimages.com/detail/illustration/buckminsterfullerene-stock-graphic/543368577
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● http://www.gettyimages.com/eula#RM 
● Use of Getty Images content can be problematic.  

○ Company notorious for pursuing copyright infringement using 
intimidation.

○ They don’t always have the rights to the images - Carol Highsmith 
case, July 2016

● Even if an item is not copyrighted, attribution is the right thing to do.  

http://www.gettyimages.com/eula#RM
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Fair Use (USC Title 17, Section 107)

● Generally applies when the use has societal benefit that 

outweighs economic loss to the owner

● Law requires a Four Factors analysis

● Clearly covers distributing multiple copies for in-class use

● May cover other teaching activities, but not always:

○ Must perform a four factors analysis for each case !
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● The doctrine of ''fair use'' under Federal copyright law is an exception to 
an author's exclusive right to control the publication and distribution of a 
work. Under the Copyright Act, the ''fair use'' of copyrighted material for 
''criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship or research'' 
is not considered a copyright infringement. (BUT keep in mind the 
Gerald Ford book)

● Example of composite image for a conference paper. Each image had 
to go through copyright review and fair use analysis
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Fair Use - Four Factors Analysis

1. Purpose of the use

2.  Nature of work being 

used

3. Amount of work being 

used

4. Effect of use on 

market/economic 

interest of owner
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Fair Use Checklist, Copyright Advisory Office
Columbia University Libraries, 
https://copyright.columbia.edu/basics/fair-use/fair-u
se-checklist.html#Fair%20Use%20Checklist

● However, there are limitations on fair use (as in the Gerald Ford book 
example).  Each case must be decided on its own facts.  Fair Use 
Analysis is a tool that can be used to judge the case against a set of 
criteria that have evolved by the courts and then reduced to the four 
standards listed in section 107 of the U.S. Code.

● These criteria are relevant in determining whether the basic doctrine of 
fair use, as stated in the first sentence of section 107, applies in a 
particular case: “Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, the fair 
use of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies 
or phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for 
purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching 
(including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, 
is not an infringement of copyright.”

● http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959438817301605?v
ia%3Dihub 

● Applies for theses, articles, conference papers

Fair Use Evaluator, ALA Office for Information Technology:
http://librarycopyright.net/resources/fairuse/index.php 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959438817301605?via%3Dihub
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959438817301605?via%3Dihub
http://librarycopyright.net/resources/fairuse/index.php
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Case Study: Images

Source: Compound Interest - Sir Harry Kroto & Buckminsterfullerene, http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/05/02/buckyballs/
The graphic in this article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International 
License.
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http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/05/02/buckyballs/
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Rights Spectrum
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● Creative Commons helps you to share your work and creativity legally 
and freely.  It promotes sharing of ideas, research and innovation, 
removing barriers and making things more equitable and accessible. It 
promotes collaboration, growth, and generosity in a variety of media.

● Creative Commons provides a range of licenses, each of which grants 
different rights to use the materials licensed under them. All of these 
licenses offer more permissions than “all rights reserved.”

● CC licenses promote collaboration, growth, and generosity in a variety 
of media.

● 4 license conditions to consider -see next slide

https://creativecommons.org/ 

https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/ - media platforms

https://creativecommons.org/
https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/
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Creative Commons Licenses & Waivers
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● All CC licenses require attribution

○ Failure to attribute in manner 
specified means license 
(copyright permission)  is 
revoked

● Each CC license may include 
additional requirements

● CC rights waivers leave attribution to 
normative practice

Creative commons license spectrum between public domain (top) and all 
rights reserved (bottom). Wikimedia Foundation, 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/e/e1/Creative_com
mons_license_spectrum.svg/2000px-Creative_commons_license_spectrum.
svg.png

● Normative practice can vary on the medium, etc. I.e. citing a full URL for 
a source, or citing a creator’s name versus Twitter handle or YouTube 
username, etc.

● 4 license conditions to consider:
○ Attribution (by) - giving credit where credit is due
○ ShareAlike (sa) - if someone else uses your work or modifies it 

they have to share it using the same terms you offered.  If they 
want something different they have to ask your permission

○ NonCommercial (nc) - no making money off of your work without 
asking your permission - example of commercial services 
contacting us on behalf of someone who wants to buy access to 
a thesis through them

○ NoDerivatives (nd) - if someone wants to modify your work, they 
have to ask your permission first

● CC0 - If you hold copyright or database rights to a work, you can use 
this if you want to eliminate any restrictions in all jurisdictions, permitting 
any and all to reuse your work freely

https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/public-domain/freeworks/ 

https://creativecommons.org/choose/ 

https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/licensing-types-examples/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_domain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_rights_reserved
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_rights_reserved
https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/public-domain/freeworks/
https://creativecommons.org/choose/
https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/licensing-types-examples/
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Case Study: Images

Source: Wikimedia Commons, File:Buckminsterfullerene.svg, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Buckminsterfullerene.svg
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● Is this image eligible for copyright? What about chemical structures that you 
draw?
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What about YouTube videos?

Embedding videos (or other media) is functionally the 
same as linking to them.

BUT if you link to a video that you 
know is infringing on copyright, you 
become liable for contributory infringement.

● Avoid obviously infringing videos
● Remove infringing videos once you’ve been notified

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2007/07/youtube-embedding-and-copyright
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https://www.youtube.com/

Gerald Ford book about Nixon: “Dramatic focal points” and book not yet published. 
Copyright infringement decided by Supreme Court

http://www.nytimes.com/1985/05/21/us/high-court-sustains-ford-memoir-copyri
ght.html?pagewanted=all&mcubz=1 

Skittles case with trump Jr.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/david_kittos/4276832395/ - original image
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-37421886 

Bull statue vs. girl statue on Wall Street: creator of bull has copyrighted and 
trademarked the statue, and says that the girl statue is infringing on his copyright and 
has ruined the intended message of the statue; also improper commercialization of 
his statue: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/12/nyregion/charging-bull-sculpture-wall-str
eet-fearless-girl.html?mcubz=1 

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2007/07/youtube-embedding-and-copyright
http://www.nytimes.com/1985/05/21/us/high-court-sustains-ford-memoir-copyright.html?pagewanted=all&mcubz=1
http://www.nytimes.com/1985/05/21/us/high-court-sustains-ford-memoir-copyright.html?pagewanted=all&mcubz=1
https://www.flickr.com/photos/david_kittos/4276832395/
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-37421886
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/12/nyregion/charging-bull-sculpture-wall-street-fearless-girl.html?mcubz=1
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/12/nyregion/charging-bull-sculpture-wall-street-fearless-girl.html?mcubz=1
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Questions?

Kathy Johnson
Author Services Librarian
kjohnson@caltech.edu 

Donna Wrublewski
Chemistry & Biology Librarian

dtwrub@caltech.edu

Gail Clement
Head of Research Services & Geology Librarian

gperetsm@caltech.edu
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